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Established 1961 

History of Kuwait

KUWAIT: This photo that dates back to the 1960s shows pedestrians in winter clothes walking in the old markets area of Kuwait City.
(Source: ‘Pictures of the old markets of Kuwait’ by Ali Al-Rais, Center of Research and Studies on Kuwait 2017. Researched by
Mohammad Zakaria Abu El Ella, heritage researcher in the Ministry of Information) 

By Ben Garcia 

Kuwait Times celebrates
Ramadan in Kuwait with 30
days of the Icons of Ramadan.

We highlight our favorite activities,
events, symbols and foods that are
popular during this holy month, along
with Kuwait’s Ramadan culture, histo-
ry and traditions. 

People crowd grocery stores and
supermarkets before Ramadan to
stockpile food in preparation for fami-
ly gatherings. People also donate to
less-fortunate individuals and to char-
ity organizations as charity and gen-
erosity are an integral part of Islam.
Ramadan is a month of obedience and
good deeds, but also a month of giv-
ing and sharing. Grocery stores and
hypermarkets come up with several
sales gimmicks encouraging people to
shop in their stores, and most food
products are heavily discounted.
Many families cook extra food to
share with passersby and the needy.  

Email us at local@kuwaittimes.com

with your favorite symbols of
Ramadan and Ramadan photos. 

Ramadan: Month of
charity and generosity

KIB holds special girgian celebration at The Avenues 

KUWAIT: In line with its ongoing commitment to celebrat-
ing traditional Ramadan events, Kuwait International Bank
(KIB) organized a one-of-a-kind girgian event at Grand
Avenues, The Avenues. The event was held from 8:00 pm to
1:00 am and featured a never-before-seen experience in
Kuwait where hundreds of children and visitors collected
girgian sweets and candy in a completely unique way.

On this occasion, Manager of the Corporate
Communications Unit at KIB, Nawaf Najia, said: “We are
adamant on celebrating these joyous events that bring
everyone together from across the entire community. KIB is
more than just a bank, it’s a partner in every aspect of peo-
ple’s lives; a ‘Bank for Life’. This means we remain by your
side while we celebrate girgian and uphold one our long-

standing cherished traditions.”
Najia pointed out that this year’s celebration comprised

a full program of fun, entertaining surprises. The event fea-
tured a pool of candy where participants were tied and
suspended above then lowered into the pool. The one-of-
a-kind girgian event had participants collect as much candy
as they can in a fun-filled way that was sure to put a smile

on everyone’s face.
KIB remains committed to serving diverse segments of

the local community, thereby cementing its leading position
at the forefront of the Islamic banking industry.
Accordingly, the bank has long supported impactful social
responsibility activities and initiatives during the holy
month of Ramadan. 


